
Dents
How does your shop remove a dent?



PDR
What is push to paint?

����Paintless Dent Removal



� The PDR technician or trained collision technician will use traditional PDR 

or GPDR (Glue pull dent repair) in place of hammer and dolly, fusion dent 

pulling or panel replacement to repair damaged exterior panels.

� The body shop can incorporate rods and bars to push out damage where 

there is panel access.

� A PDR light is used instead of a sanding block or file to highlight lows and 

highs.

� Hot glue and pull tabs are used where access to the back of the panel is 

restricted. 

What is push to paint?

Camauto Keco



� Higher precision: 30-10 thousandths of an inch restoration of 
panel shape depending on skill level.

� Smaller repairs: leaves more room for blending and saves 
materials.

� Little to no body filler: higher quality longer lasting repairs.

Using light instead of feel to   
work damaged panels



�PDR type push to paint repairs are done 

by who?

A) PDR technicians

B) Auto Body technicians

Question #1



� Most PDR technicians charge a high rate do to their high skill 

level and ability to finish a dent to 100% without repainting. 

The sublet cost is higher than the cost to repair when the paint 

is damaged.

� Auto Body technicians already have the skills to preform push 

to paint with simple re-training and practice. Taking a dent to 

80% takes about half the time of PDR and a sanding block 

finishes the job.

Collision Technicians



�Do apprentices receive PDR push to paint 

training?

A) Yes

B) No

Question #2



� PDR training has been introduced in the latest ministry curriculum.

� Centennial has invested in PDR equipment for body repair and 

apprentices try out push-to-paint procedures in non-structural 

repair class using rods and glue pulling.

Yes they do
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3169.1.3 Explain and demonstrate of Paintless Dent Repair (PDR) procedure. [1/1] 

• Explain PDR equipment

• Explain PDR process 

• Repair dent 



�Are manufactures using push to paint 

training?

A) Yes

B) No

Question #3



� Many of the OEM certification training programs are.

� BMW, Jaguar Land rover and others have integrated PDR 

into their certification training.

Yes they are

Many manufacturers have turned away from fusion type dent 

pulling systems due to corrosion issues. Even microprocessor 

controlled dent puller can create corrosion hot spots. 



�A four inch plastic pull tab, hot glued to a 

panel can pull with how much power?

A) 50lbs

B) 200lbs

C) 500lbs

D) 2000lbs

Question #4



� A few years ago students suspended 500lbs off of a door, it was the 

capacity of the stand it was hanging from.

� The door was suspended a few inches off the floor, I ended their 

experiment when the forth student was about to sand on it.

Not 2000lbs



�Which of the following repair methods will 

not compromise the factory corrosion 

protecting on the inside of a panel?

A) hammer and dolly

B) welding pins or keys

C) pushing with PDR rods

Question #5



� Push to paint is faster and more accurate with PDR pushing 

rods.

� Plastic tips, tip caps, and highly polished metal tips do not 

disturb the E-coat inside the panel.

Pushing with PDR rods



�What takes less time to learn?

A) Re-shaping a panel by feel?

B) Re-shaping a panel by sight?

Question #5



� Specialized PDR lights are designed to visually highlight panel 

shape and very slight deformations.

� With very little instruction 30 thousands of an inch panel 

deformation can easily be seen. 

Seeing the damage



�Which dent takes less time to repair?

A) Weld pin repair

B) Hammer and dolly repair

C) Glue pull repair

D) Push rod repair

Question #6



� No body filler, no spot putty, no guide coat, no pin holes, no 

sinking, and no warrantee problems. 

� The repair stays smaller meaning less primer, less paint and 

more room to blend.

Push rods are quickest



�What can glue pulling be used for?

A) Aluminum panels

B) Inner structure

C) Plastic repair

D) all of the above

Question #7



� Do you need to use an aluminum room if the aluminum isn’t 

exposed?

� No heat, no pins, no cracking, no dye, no stretching, no work 

hardening, no explosive dust, and a better repair.

Aluminum panels




